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SUPPORTING
CHILDREN
WITH
ANXIETY

What is anxiety?
• A f eeling of worry or fear that is experienced as a
combination of physical sensations, thoughts and
f eelings.

• A normal part of growing up and throughout life.
• It has its uses too!
• It can become a problem when a young person feels stuck in it, or
when it f eels like an overwhelming, distressing or unmanageable
experience.
• Ev eryone experiences anxiety sometimes

Becci Laughlin – Consultant Teacher in SEND – Fusion TSA

• Too much can affect our ability to function and feel well.

What causes anxiety?
• Feeling ‘unsafe’
• Not knowing what’s going to happen
• New experiences
• Fear of failure

• Difficult past experiences
• Expecting the worst (catastrophizing)
• Current events (e.g., in home, school, community, the world)
• Physical difficulties (e.g. illness, tiredness)
• Parental/carer anxiety and mental health
• Any more?

What can anxiety look like?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Difficulty trying new things or taking risks
Avoidance
Inflexibility
Fearfulness
Seeking constant reassurance
Tearfulness and low mood
Anger
Controlling behaviour
Behavioural crisis
Sleep difficulties
Concentration difficulties
‘Hypervigilance’
Physical symptoms
Any more?

How does anxiety relate to
special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND)?
• Learning difficulties
• Autism
• ADHD

• Communication difficulties
• Social, emotional and mental health
needs

(SEMH)

• Physical and health needs
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School and home environments

Ty pically*:

Ty pically*:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structure
Routine
Lots of demands
Lots of sensory factors
Few places to retreat to
Social pressure
Lots of different people

Key approaches for school and home

Not as structured
Fewer demands
Familiar people and environment
Places to retreat to
Sometimes siblings
Can ‘let loose’ (unmask)
Family difficulties

Anxiety can affect and be affected by more than one environment

Structure, predictability and routines

Structure, predictability and routines

• Planning and discussing events for the day/week together
• Written and/or visual schedules

• Preparing for and explaining changes
• Positivity (e.g. “I remember when you…”, “I know it feels scary but…”)
• Motivational strategies

• Familiar and healthy routines
• Consistency
• Working with school - teamwork

Active
listening

Don’t feel you
always have to fix
the problem or
take responsibility
for it all by
yourself!

Be conscious of not
projecting your own
anxiety or
reinforcing the
anxiety

What y ou
could do about
that?
How would
y ou like me
to help?

Let’s
problemsolv e
together
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De-escalating anxiety
• A child in crisis is not a child who can think straight
• Practise deep breathing together (modelling)

• Give them physical comfort if they respond well to that
• Remind them it will pass but don’t dismiss the feelings

Media and exposure to w orld events
• Be conscious of what adults discuss in
front of them
• Discuss events in an appropriate,
supportive way

• Provide a calming activity or resource

• Adults must manage their own reactions too
• Model calm
• Make it safe

• Provide a quiet space to calm down
• Once they are calm, talk through what happened

School engagement
• Ensure you show a ‘united front’ with school. Adults must work as a team.
• Be positive.

• Monitor internet use and access to
media
• Provide age-appropriate media such as
Newsround and First News

• Avoid devices before bedtime

Managing anxiety and building resilience
• Resilience = The ability to tackle and recover from difficult events
• Requires experiencing difficult things, not avoiding them
• Support children to face challenges, not just protecting them

• Communicate with key staff (e.g. class teacher, SENCO).

• Gradual exposure

• Discuss what is being done at school that you could replicate at home,

• Allow for disappointments

and vice versa.
• Ask for help if you need it (e.g. making resources).

• Face challenges together – as a team
• Encourage them to ask for help
• Reflect on small steps of progress
• Allow them to discuss their fears – don’t dismiss them
• Remind them that no-one is perfect and they don’t have to be
• Remind them of previous times when they’ve shown resilience

Social Stories
Focus on a key area of social knowledge of skill
Better understanding of conventions and
expectations

Some useful tools

Gain insight into the perspectives of others
Encourage the identification of important social
‘clues’
Promote better self-awareness
Understand how behaviour impacts self and others

Social stories and comic strip conversations
(autism.org.uk)
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Zones of Regulation

Gremlins series of books

The Zones of Regulation (thinkingbooks.co.uk)

'Emotionally Based
School Avoidance
Guidance for
professionals
working with
families and young
people’

Helping Your Child With Anxiety (youngminds.org.uk)

(Sheffield
Educational
Psychology
Service, 2020)

Incudes guidance on seeking professional help
around anxiety and mental health

Next steps
• Make a plan
• Discuss it w ithin your child/family/support netw ork
• Ask for support if you need it

Questions and
discussion

• Give it a try!
• And remember….no parent is perfect!
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